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Head of school
Einav Symons

It is hard to believe that the 2017 school
year is coming to an end. What a great
year it has been!
As I look through our newsletters from this year, I see
the growth in our students, the progress in our programming, the creativity of our teachers, the selflessness of our volunteers and the Kadimah families’ dedication to our school.
The highlight for our grades 7-8 students this year has
been the Israel trip. The trip signified a culmination
and a celebration of many years of Hebrew and Judaic
studies. It gave the students an opportunity to connect
with Israeli peers whom they have studied with for the
past 2 years. It moved their learning from the realm of
theoretical to practical as they ordered food and communicated in Hebrew. It solidified years of Chumash
and history education into the physical realm of actually
touching, smelling and seeing the country. While on
one hand, it closed a circle of emotional yearning, it
also opened the door for wanting more. As I celebrate
our past graduates who went on the Israel trip, returning again and again to Israel, I know that our current
students will follow that path. It was my honor, again,
to lead this trip and see its impact on our students. Especially I feel blessed to have had the honor to meet
Rabbi Mintz before he passed.
As the year draws to a close, it is with sadness that we
say goodbye to Anna Martinick, Rabbi Strosberg, and
to Melissa Wiese Each has been inspiring to our students in their own way and specialty. We wish them
the best and hope they keep in touch.
And to our parents, Board members and supportersThank you for your continued commitment to Kadimah
Academy! May you all have a healthy, fun and restful
summer break!

Upcoming Events

6/1 - NO SCHOOL
6/9 - Shalom Field Trip to
TR Inaugural Site
6/12 - Kadimah Dinner
6/21 - Graduation - 7 pm
6/22 - LAST DAY
11:30 am Dismissal

Joseph Purizhansky
This month “In the Spot Light” is Joseph Purizhansky from our Ahava
class. Joseph is kind and helpful. He is
a hardworking student who takes his
classwork very seriously. He is nice
and helpful to his friends. He also volunteers to help clean the lunchroom
tables and lead the benching prayers
on a regular basis. By acting in a mature and a responsible manner, Joseph acts as a positive role model to
his classmates and other students.
Yasher Koach!

LAST DAY: 6/22
11:30 am Dismissal

To the PTO and Kadimah Academy Families,
The Teacher Appreciation albums we will always treasure.
Our thanks to you we cannot measure.
Your gift brought tears to our eyes.
What a wonderful surprise!
The notes and photos are so dear.
A lasting memory from this year.
Teaching your children is our joy.
We truly value each girl and boy.
Our families are the best, it is true.
We're blessed that in our lives we have YOU!
Message from Mrs. Paskowitz
How quickly time flies when you’re having fun! What fun it has been to be here… since October!
Memories of Succot dinner, Chanukah songs, Tu B’ Shvat dinner, numerous movie nights, Purim’s dress up, Pesach
Model Seders, remembering the Holocaust and respectfully honoring its victims; loving our country Israel and enjoying
the falafel and schnitzel… these are tangible, noteworthy, and taste-able!
The intangibles, the daily gathering to share information, the pledge, the paragraphs of the Shma and Hatikva; the lessons in English, Math, Science, Social Studies, Hebrew, and Judaics; the loving and caring provided by compassionate
teachers, aides, and our Head of School.
As summer approaches and we take time to enjoy a break from school, let’s keep the wonderful Kadimah memories in
our hearts until we see you in September!

Adorable award-winning

Clothing labels that stick

Waterproof, bug spray
proof, & perfect for camp

No more lost-and-found
with these kids labels

Have you lost a mitten this winter? Has your child ever brought the wrong pair of
boots home one day from school or daycare? Label your items with “name bubbles”
products and help support Kadimah PTO in the process.

It’s very easy
Go to www.fundraising.namebubbles.com
Click on “Find a Fundraiser” at the top.
Search “Kadimah Academy” at the left.

The company offers clothing labels, labels for lunch bags, and many household
items. Packages or bundles are available as well.

Math
Ms. Wiese
Goodness, how is it already June?! We are finishing the curriculum for this year and preparing final exams! The Kavod
and Israel classes have been learning and experiencing so much during their trip to Israel. Before their trip we began
putting all the Algebra pieces together and when they came back we hit the ground running with review. These diligent
students even dedicated part of their plane travels to some math review problems! Chesed ended this year's curriculum
with Geometry. It's fun to end our year with a "different" kind of math where words and definitions are just as prominent as numbers! Shalom math is also finishing the year with Geometry. We are seeing how units play such a critical
role, especially when talking about the difference between "inches" and "square inches." Now it wouldn't be a month in
my classroom without a Guess What Jar candy, would it? This month was individually wrapped mints. The wrapper
around the candies is making it difficult to see how many pieces are in there. Each month I try to make it a bit more challenging! There have been many happy winners!

Happy May in Social and ELA!
Mrs. Cullinan
Welcome back Israel and Kavod students. Here is where the rubber meets the road. Thematic essays abloom and final independent reading projects will be due soon (6/19). Minecraft Greek
worlds growing and journaling blossoming. Prepping for exams
and wrapping up classic readings. These last few weeks mean
only one thing--finish strong,
Congratulations to Norimi Truskinovsky and Caleb Senick for 1st
place 7th grade Holocaust Resource Center awards in arts and
writing respectively.

Art
Mrs. Miller
In this last stretch of school we are still engaging in some interesting projects. Ahava finished a tzedakah box project in
the form of a house. Shalom is working on a printing project. Chesed is working on painting of cakes inspired by the
work of the painter Wayne Thiebaud. Israel is finishing their chair project, and Kavod was working on a one-point perspective drawing with watercolor.
Please do not miss our art exhibit, which is currently hanging at the JCC Holland building on Delaware Ave. It
will be up through Thursday June 15 for our closing reception 6-8pm. Everyone is invited. Light refreshments.

Judaics with Shalom
Mrs. Cowen
We had a lovely bittersweet going away party
for Yael Izkhakov, in our Shalom Class. Each
of the children said something about Yael. We
wrote it down on a large paper and each child
signed his or her name. Children from other
classes and teachers signed it too.
We wish Yael and her
family all the best in
their new home in Las
Vegas. They will be
missed. Her family
thanked us with compliments, gifts, and treats
for the great experience
Yael had at Kadimah.

Hello from the Shalom Class!
Mrs. Steinberg – Secular Studies
May was one crazy-busy month in the Shalom classroom! Mr. Jonathan Epstein, President of the Kadimah Academy
Board of Directors and father of 7th Grader Hailey and 2nd Grader Gabe, also has a “real job” as a newspaper reporter
with The Buffalo News! He visited our classroom and explained how he finds out about what’s going on in and around
Buffalo, how he does his research, and how he writes those articles that get published in the newspaper. The best
thing we learned is how important it is to discover what it is that you love to do so going to work is interesting, fun, and
meaningful.
We began writing Narrative Essays, and started Typing Club. (Guess which one the kids loved best?) With Mrs. Herman on the Israel Trip, we combined 2nd and 3rd Grade Math for a Geometry Unit. We’ve watched amusing and informative videos, practiced some note-taking skills, and enjoyed many hands-on activities while we learn about plane
shapes, solid shapes, lines, angles, symmetry, area, and perimeter.
We totally enjoyed our Field Trip to Kleinhans Music Hall, where we heard the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra play a
wide variety of classical pieces designed to awaken a range of emotions. Our last Field Trip of the year will be to the
Theodore Roosevelt Inaugural Site in early June.
One of the most exciting events of May was the Awards Ceremony on a recent Tuesday evening at the WNED Public
TV studio downtown. Sixteen students in Grades K-3 from private & public schools in Western NY were recognized for
their stories and illustrations. Each one stood on stage and read their original story, while their words and pictures were
projected on a large screen for the audience to enjoy. All the winners received prize bags and books donated by
Medaille College. FOUR students from our Shalom Class received awards!
1st Place, 2nd Grade: Strong Pig by Yael Izkhakov
3rd Place, 2nd Grade: Dina the Different Dinosaur by Anastasia Karcz
Honorable Mention, 2nd Grade: The Mother Goose by Daniela Licea
3rd Place, 3rd Grade: Sparkle and Her Spaceship by Nessa Grol-Norris
I am planning to display all the stories written by the Shalom students at the Kadimah Academy Annual Dinner on June
12.

Israel and Kavod Groups
Ms. Shmuel-Lewis
At the beginning of the month we had a very successful
Israeli Independence Day program (Yom Hatzmaut). We
had stations that included hat decoration, slide show
presentation about Israeli cities and Israeli dancing. We
sang and danced and ate an Israeli lunch. Thank you to
all the teachers and parents who helped make it a great
program.
This month we continued with the unit in our Darkon book
called Be-te-a-von (Bon Appetite). We continued reading
stories and practicing conversations related to food items,
shopping, cooking a meal and eating in a restaurant.

Winning Shorts
Marci Wiseman
We are pleased and proud to announce that four students
in our Shalom (Grades 2/3) Class have been recognized
with awards from the 2017 WNED-WBFO PBS KIDS Writers Contest!
Each of these students wrote and illustrated a creative
short story. The contest, sponsored by Medaille College,
was open to students in grades Kindergarten – Third
Grade in the Western New York area.
The four winners from Kadimah Academy, a Jewish Day
School located in Eggertsville, are:
Yael Izkhakov, 1st Place for 2nd Grade
Anastasia Karcz, 3rd Place for 2nd Grade
Nessa Grol-Norris, 3rd Place for 3rd Grade
Daniela Licea, Honorable Mention for 2nd Grade
One 1st Place, one 2nd Place, and one 3rd Place winners
are awarded in each grade. Four Honorable Mentions are
awarded for each grade level.
The Awards Ceremony, at which the students will be read
their winning stories, was held on Tuesday, May 23rd at 6
PM at the WNED studios.

1st Grade
Hamorah Becky
The year is almost over, it has gone by so fast. We sang,
we danced, learned to read and write Hebrew and we enjoyed ourselves. Summer is almost here, we have
earned a well deserved vacation. Have fun, stay safe,
and Eem yirtzeh Hashem, we will see each other again in
September.

This month we also practiced reading for information as
preparation for the Hebrew regents. We read two texts
about Israeli cities and wrote down reasons why we want
to visit one of the cities. Again, using persuasive language
and trying to convince someone to go visit there. We also
had a Hebrew regents practice test before the trip to Israel.
On May 8th we had another Skype session with our
Friends Over Seas discussing the similarities and differences of celebrating Israel’s Independence Day in Israel
vs Buffalo. We also exchanged some information before
our students’ trip to Israel.
When the students came back from Israel they wrote
about their experience and the highlights of the trip in Hebrew of course!
The Israel students continue to prepare for their graduation ceremony (slide show, speeches, yearbook).

K/1 Ahava
Morah Berkowitz and Morah Samantha
The year may be winding down but we continue to be full steam ahead with our learning.
Thank you so much to everyone who joined us for Grandparent/Special Friend Day. Our students enjoyed sharing the
day with you. Our guests had the opportunity to get a taste of what we do on a daily basis, as well as: watch us sing
and dance, play outside with us, do a Hebrew and ELA related art project together. Additionally, the students read a
special book that we wrote to their guests.
In addition to our terrific school-wide Yom Ha’atzmaut celebration, we also took an amazing trip to Israel, complete with
getting our passports and tickets, packing our suitcases, going through customs, and flying El Al to get to our special
homeland. We read about and toured many cities including: Jerusalem, Haifa, Tel Aviv, Beersheva and Eilat. We went
from the North to the South and almost everywhere in between. We prayed at the Kotel, bargained at the shuk, ate pita,
falafel and schnitzel, went on a camel ride, went on a glass-bottom boat and saw beautiful fish, climbed Massada, went
down the mifletzet (monster slide), did army training, and much more. Now, we can’t wait to go to Israel for real when
we’re in 7th/8th grade.
Our class made beautiful personalized cards and gifts for Mother’s Day. We are looking forward to making special gifts
and cards for our dads for Father’s Day. We also used stories, write the room, Hebrew vocabulary, science, dramatic
play, math and more to reinforce our Insect and Ocean Units.
We've been counting the omer since Pesach. Be sure to check out the feet on our lockers as we count down to our arrival at Har Sinai (Mount Sinai) and the excitement of receiving the Torah.
Lag B’Omer was explored through reading, dramatic play, and making a special snack. Another Lag B'Omer highlight
was our field day at the JCC. Thank you to Mr. Nick and his team for making it such a special day. Thank you, too, to
our parent volunteers. We also learned about Yom Yerushalayim and Memorial Day.
We're enjoying learning about Shavuot. Acting out the parshiot with our Chumash, special snacks, songs, dances, and
projects all enhance our learning. We love the Torah and are excited to celebrate the holiday when we received the Torah.
It’s hard to believe the end of the year is around the corner. Our kids have grown so much. We are so proud of the progress they have made this year. They love to learn and it's been a wonderful experience to be part of that joy. We look
forward to their continued success. Thank you to our families for being part of our K/1 Ahava family. Thank you to all the
specialists, teachers and volunteers (Ms. Marna, Mrs. Earne) who have helped us this year. Have a wonderful summer!

ISRAEL TRIP 2017

ISRAEL TRIP 2017

Better Together
Ms. Bongiorno
On Friday, May 26th Kadimah students and our friends from Jewish Federation Housing had a wonderful experience
visiting Graycliff Conservancy in Derby, NY. Graycliff is one of the Frank Lloyd Writght's estates. As you know our students studied the works of Frank Lloyd Wright in Science, ELA and Social Studies, and were Junior Docents for the
house on Jewett Parkway. This made this trip a very meaningful experience on more than one level.
The students traveled in style – in a limo (the best and least expensive way to go). We had a few transportation snafus
getting the seniors there, but thanks to Dana Kurtzman and her excellent navigation skills, all arrived safe and
sound. Once we all arrived the visit was wonderful - down to sharing bag lunches in the rain. Unfortunately, we were
limited in the photos we could take in the building, but we managed a few. We were quite fortunate to have Bonnie Zotara, Fran Paskowitz, and Sol Messinger join us. A special thank you to Lori Morrison for making delicious bag lunches
for this trip for our students, chaperones and seniors! Also, thank you for keeping us deliciously nourished on many of
our other programs.
Sadly, this was our last trip of the year. Our Better Together experience was truly amazing. The students had many
opportunities to meet and share meaningful experiences with seniors and learned many valuable lessons. Although the
grant is officially over, we are very hopeful to continue our connection next year.

Making New Friends
Marci Wiseman
Kadimah Academy gratefully acknowledges the prominent national funder which has enabled our 7th and 8th grade students to develop meaningful relationships with seniors at Weinberg Campus and with residents at Jewish Federation
Housing. Kadimah has benefitted tremendously from its participation in the Better Together Program by visiting seniors
at Weinberg and Jewish Federation Apartments, inviting them to school to participate in model seders and other programs, and by exploring our local community together on field trips.
The Better Together Program also includes the Better2Write writing contest. Entries for the writing contest centered on
how the students were impacted by the program, as reflected in their feelings about seniors, aging, and the mitzvah of
caring for the elderly. The Kadimah winner of the Better2Write contest is Charles Herman! Essays are printed in their
entirety at www.kadimah.org.

Hebrew - Shalom Group
Ms. Shmuel-Lewis
At the beginning of the month we had a very successful
Israeli Independence Day program (Yom Hatzmaut).
We had stations that included hat decorating, a slide
show presentation about Israeli cities and Israeli dancing. We sang and danced and ate an Israeli lunch.
Thank you to all the teachers and parents who helped
make it a great program.
This month’s next holiday was Lag Baomer. We learned
nouns related to the holiday such as bonfire (me-doora), fire (esh), potatoes (ta-poo-chai Adama), logs (kera
-shim), bow (keshet) and arrow (chetz), verbs like light
a fire (le-ad-lik), throw in the fire (liz-rok) and put (lasim) using pictures and a matching activity. We wrote
sentences about the things we do during Lag Baomer:
e.g The girl is sitting around the Bonfire, The children
play with bow and arrow. We learned the verbs and
nouns in male and female forms singular and plural
continuing to focus on Subject-verb-adjective agreement. We learned a song and a dance for Lag Baomer
and watched a Lag Baomer video which helped us listen the language and learn about the traditions. Finally,
in honor of Shavuot we learned a new song called Salai-nu al kte-fai-nu (Our baskets on our shoulders). We
learned the vocabulary and sang and danced with Mr.
Shulman in the gym.

Chesed Group
Ms. Shmuel-Lewis
At the beginning of the month we had a very successful Israeli
Independence Day program (Yom Hatzmaut). We had stations that included hat decorating, a slide show presentation
about Israeli cities and Israeli dancing. We sang and danced
and ate an Israeli lunch. Thank you to all the teachers and
parents who helped make it a great program.
After Yom Hatzmaut our focus was on parts of speech and
past form of the verb. We used a song called The Colors
Song. The song is about two colors meeting, mixing and then
a new color is born. We divided the vocabulary into parts of
speech (verbs, nouns, adjectives) in a chart and translated
them. We listened and watched the video clip. We wrote new
verses to the song by mixing different colors. We reviewed the
verbs in four forms male/female, singular and plural while continuing to focus on Subject-verb-adjective agreement.
We had a unit about Lag Baomer where we learned some
vocabulary and created sentences describing some of the
holiday traditions. We also learned about Yom Yerushalayim
and the reasons of why Jerusalem is important to the Jewish
people. For Shavuot we learned the song Sa-lai-nu al kte-fainu (Our baskets on our shoulders) and we discussed the holiday traditions in Israel. We learned the vocabulary and
danced to the music with Mr. Shulman.

Ganon
Morah Zahava
The nursery students have had an amazing May so far! For Yom HaAtzmaut, they made their own Israeli flags and had
the opportunity to perform songs with the older students. Since Passover, the children enjoyed counting the Omer and
learning all about Shavuot. Just this past week, we made delicious Har Sinai Cupcakes with little Torahs on top to represent the giving of the Torah. We have also read some wonderful books like "No Rules for Michael" by Sylvia A.
Rouss and “Ten Good Rules" by Susan R. Topek to help deepen the children's understanding of the holiday.
We are almost done with our alphabet curriculum - only X, Y, and Z to go! Some of the highlights were that the children
made a volcano for our letter V experiment. For the letter U, each student made a model of the universe. For W week,
the students learned about the weather and used yoga poses to represent the weather.
I wish you all a Chag Sameach, and I hope that everyone gets the chance to eat a lot of cheesecake!

Judaics with Chesed
Mrs. Cowen
The Chesed Class has been learning the book of Exodus all year. They
have made great strides in learning concepts, analyzing words, understanding Rashi and other rabbis, and finding questions to ask about the
text.
As part of our understanding of Egyptian culture our students decorated
Egyptian collars and armbands.

Science News
Anna Martinick
It’s hard to believe the end of the school year is almost upon us and it will be a very busy few weeks for the students.The
exam schedule has been emailed and students have received a copy to keep in their lockers. Encourage your child to
study every night to prepare for exams.
Please double check the exam schedule to make sure there are no scheduling conflicts since the Regents exams do not
have make up dates.
The Kavod class enjoyed a wonderful presentation from Dr. Truskinovsky on Cells. We want to thank him for taking time
out of his busy schedule to visit with our class. The Kavod class is finishing their last unit on Weather, the focus will be
on Hurricanes and Tornadoes.
The Israel class is busy getting ready for the first part of their Regents Earth Science examRegents Earth Science Lab Practical Date : June 9 th at 9:15 am -11:00 am
Regents Earth Science Exam Date : June 15 at 12:30 pm -3:30 pm
Please put these dates on the calendar
It has been a pleasure teaching your children .
Enjoy the summer!

Invention Convention
On June 4th, the Chesed class had an opportunity to take part in the WNY Invention Convention at the Buffalo Museum
of Science, with about 70 other participants from the area. The students worked very hard to come up with solutions to
problems in their lives. They researched the problems, made tri-fold boards, and created realistic models to show how
their inventions would function. Our students shined as many participants and museum visitors marveled at
the incredible work we had to display!! Sara Ablove took home the first place win for her category with "Multi Paste," an
electronic toothbrush that has 4 brushing heads and dispenses toothpaste through each head. Our students should
be extremely proud of themselves!! Congratulations!!

Lag Ba’Omer Field Day at the JCC

June 2017
7 Sivan 5777 - 6 Tammuz 5777
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

NO
SCHOOL
4

5

6

7

8

Grilled
Cheese
9

10

Shalom
Field Trip
9-11:30am
TR Inaugural Site
Pasta w/
Sauce
11

12
Kadimah
Dinner

Grilled
Cheese
18

19

Potato
Bar &
Veggie
Chili
25

26

Chicken
Patty
Sand.
13

Pizza
14

Pasta w/
Sauce
20

15

Pizza

Breaded
Chicken
Tenders

21
22
Graduation
LAST
7:00 pm
DAY
11:30am
Dismissal

Pasta w/
Sauce
27

Hot Dogs

Waffles
W/
16

Challah
French
Toast
23

Pizza
29

29

7

30

24

